I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

In the last few decades the use of Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging has tremendously increased due to its capability in extracting meaningful information from a human body in a non-invasive manner. The use of information from the MR images helps in diagnosis, therapy planning, and monitoring of the patient for further treatments [@ref1]. One of the common problems in MRI medical image analysis is spatial intensity inhomogeneity induced by the radio-frequency coil of the MR imaging device during MRI acquisition process. Removal of intensity inhomogeneity from MRI is a difficult task and is a major problem to be solved in medical imaging domain. This is usually referred to as intensity inhomogeneity, intensity non-uniformity, shading or bias field [@ref2]. In the MR image the intensity inhomogeneity appears as a slowly varying quantity and is tissue independent. Early work for intensity inhomogeneity estimation is proposed using phantom based approach [@ref3]. Homomorphic unsharp filtering [@ref4] is also studied for intensity inhomogeneity correction. It may be noted that both phantom and homomorphic unsharp filtering are deterministic approaches. Hence better results can be expected using statistical estimation scheme for intensity inhomogeneity correction [@ref5].

A maximum likelihood estimation scheme using Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is proposed by Guillemaud and Brady [@ref5] for intensity inhomogeneity correction. Likar *et al.* [@ref6] also suggested an intensity inhomogeneity correction technique, where the intensity inhomogeneity affected MRI is described by a linear model, consisting of multiplicative and additive components of smoothly varying basis functions. Sled *et al.* [@ref7] also suggested an iterative N3 scheme of intensity inhomogeneity correction technique which is a non-parametric approach and does not need a model of the tissue classes in the MRI. A modification of N3 approach is also studied by Tustison *et al.* [@ref8], where the B-spline approximation algorithm with modified optimization strategy is used to capture a range of bias modulation.

Most of the approaches in the literature assumed that segmentation and intensity inhomogeneity estimation are combined process and different segmentation techniques are explored. Dawant *et al.* [@ref9] proposed an intensity inhomogeneity estimation scheme where some manually selected points from the white matter in the brain are fitted with the least-squares spline and are used further. Meyer *et al.* [@ref10] also suggested a scheme where the intensity inhomogeneity is estimated from the intermediate segmentation of MRIs. Li *et al.* [@ref11] proposed a technique where the authors have designed a local clustering criterion for the intensities at the neighborhood of each point. Recently, Li *et al.* [@ref12] also studied an intensity inhomogeneity estimation scheme where the intensity inhomogeneity is iteratively optimized by using efficient matrix computations popularly known as multiplicative intrinsic component optimization (MICO). Recently, Ivanovska *et al.* [@ref13] proposed a novel algorithm for simultaneous segmentation and intensity inhomogeneity correction, where the energy functional allows for explicit regularization of the intensity inhomogeneity term, making the model more flexible in presence of strong inhomogeneities.

Among all the segmentation schemes, fuzzy clustering based techniques [@ref14] are widely adopted for this task. Xu *et al.* [@ref15] proposed an adaptive fuzzy clustering scheme where the segmentation and intensity inhomogeneity compensation are considered as a combined task. A modified fuzzy clustering based intensity inhomogeneity estimation is proposed by Pham and Prince [@ref16] where the developed objective function tried to include the multiplier field and estimate the intensity inhomogeneity. Ahmed *et al.* [@ref17] also suggested an intensity inhomogeneity estimation technique where the objective function of the standard FCM algorithm is modified with the neighborhood information so as to compensate the inhomogeneities in MRIs. A fast and robust FCM clustering algorithm incorporating local information is also suggested by Cai *et al.* [@ref18] for image segmentation, which is found to be efficient and faster. It may be observed that the performance of clustering is further improved using kernel techniques [@ref19]. The possibillistic FCM clustering is also explored in this regard [@ref20]. Here it is required to mention that in pixel based approaches, use of probabilistic/deterministic models may not consider the contextual information. Markov random field (MRF) [@ref21], a statistical model, is found to be effective and convenient for modeling the contextual features of images such as, edge, gray value, color, texture, etc. MRF integrates the mutual influence of neighboring pixels in conditional probability prior. An extension of Gibbs' distribution with hidden Markov random field (HMRF) is also used for intensity inhomogeneity correction where tissue parameters are obtained using penalized likelihood approach [@ref22].

In this article, an efficient intensity inhomogeneity correction technique is proposed. Here simultaneous segmentation and intensity inhomogeneity correction of MRIs are considered. The segmentation problem is considered as white/grey matter separation. A fuzzy set associated Gibbs' MRF is considered to model the spatial gray level attributes of the MRI. A resemblance between the MAP estimate of the MRF and the spatio-contextual fuzzy clustering objective function is identified. The maximum *a posteriori* probability (MAP) estimation principle is employed to solve the combined problem of intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation. It is observed that the MAP estimate of the MRF model does not yield good solutions by any gradient descent based local searching strategy, as it may get trapped to local optimum. Hence, we have explored the advantage of variable neighborhood searching (VNS) based iterative global convergence criterion for MRF-MAP estimation.

The organization of this paper is as follows. [Section II](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} describes an overview of the proposed technique with detailed block diagram. The intensity inhomogeneity correction results are analyzed in [Section III](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, in [Section IV](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} conclusions of this work are drawn.

II.. Proposed Fuzzy Set Associated Gibbs' Markov Random Field for MRI Segmentation and Intensity Inhomogeneity Estimation {#sec2}
=========================================================================================================================

A block diagram of the proposed method is given in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In the proposed scheme the intensity inhomogeneity affected image is considered as the input to the system. The input image is assumed to be affected by intensity inhomogeneity which is considered as a multiplicative noise and the noise restoration model is considered as a logarithmic additive process. Here the intensity inhomogeneity correction and MRI segmentation is considered as a common problem. In the next step of processing, considered MRI is modeled with a fuzzy-statistics based Gibbs' MRF. The combined problem of intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation is considered as a MAP estimation problem. The variable neighborhood searching scheme with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is explored for estimating the MAP and the parameters of the MRF model. In the next sub sections, we describe the MRF-MAP framework and the proposed spatio-contextual fuzzy clustering schemes, which is the basis for the proposed intensity inhomogeneity correction technique. FIGURE 1.Block diagram of the proposed scheme.

A.. Noise Restoration Model for Intensity Inhomogeneity Correction {#sec2a}
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B.. Gibbs' Markov Random Field Model for Solving the Combined Problem of MRI Segmentation and Intensity Inhomogeneity Correction {#sec2b}
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The proposed scheme is considered as a combined task of solving the intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation. We start our approach as the task of segmenting the noisy MRI $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It may not be possible to calculate the above probability directly, as it considers conditional dependency among the pixels. Hammersley-Clifford theorem [@ref21] with Pott's theory [@ref22] gives a convenient way to express them. As per Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the joint probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the MAP estimate. It may be noted that such an approximation is expected to be a crisp. Hence we have modified the above equation by considering a soft version of the above expression.

C.. Fuzzy Statistics Based Markov Random Field and Corresponding Map Estimation {#sec2c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An MRI is usually altered by real life vagueness and uncertainty. Hence the use of a deterministic framework may not be able to give a better solution in this regard. Fuzzy sets [@ref23] are popular and powerful tools in this context and are found to provide satisfactory results. Integration of fuzzy sets with MRF model plays tremendous role in detecting the boundaries corresponding to different matters in an MRI.

In the proposed scheme, we have considered a modified form of the MRF model for MAP estimation. We adhered to the regularized fuzzy statistic based MRF-MAP model. In the proposed scheme, the MRF-MAP framework is considered as a fuzzy objective function which intends to cluster the MRI into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is the number of clusters. Incorporating the bias field restoration process in the above equation we may obtain [(11)](#deqn11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as shown at the bottom of this page, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. EM algorithm is used with Variable Neighborhood Searching (VNS) framework for this purpose.

D.. Variable Neighborhood Searching {#sec2d}
-----------------------------------

The conventional FCM iterative scheme follows a random selection of the cluster centers. It updates the cluster centers by optimizing the fuzzy objective function. However, it may get stuck to local minima. It may be noted from the literature, that variable neighbor searching (VNS) based optimization [@ref24], a meta-heuristic optimization scheme, and produces better solutions against the conventional FCM. Hence in the proposed work, we adhered to the VNS based optimizing scheme for optimizing the MRF-FCM optimization function.
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\end{document}$ is defined. The objective function as expressed in [eq (12)](#deqn12){ref-type="disp-formula"} is calculated. Then step by step, conventional FCM clustering is iterated to find a new estimate of the variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ is also updated according to [eq (11)](#deqn11){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the neighborhood structure is explored for a new data point with VNS scheme. The suitability of the selected point is checked by the considered MAP function. Then the conventional local FCM search is used to obtain a new mean. The MAP of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ remain the same. Likewise the VNS scheme is repeated over larger neighborhood size until the complete search space is explored.

E.. Parameter Estimation {#sec2e}
------------------------
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We estimate the point-wise prior probability of the MRF model as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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III.. Results and Discussions {#sec3}
=============================

This section is divided into three sub-sections. At first visual analysis of results with different existing state-of-the-art techniques are made. In the second part, the same has been evaluated using three different evaluation measures. A discussion on the proposed scheme is carried out in the last part. The algorithm is implemented in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ and is run on Pentium D, 2.8 GHz PC with 2G RAM and Ubuntu operating system. The proposed method is tested on different MRIs from four different benchmark databases: BRAINWEB [@ref25], 4RTNI\@LONI [@ref26], customized simulated BRAINWEB [@ref27] and 3T MRI data from NCI-ISBI *2013* Challenge [@ref28]. The performance of the proposed scheme is demonstrated in this article by using seventeen MRIs: ten are taken from "BrainWeb: Anatomical Model of MS Lesion Brain" (one visual and ten analytical), six are taken from "4RTNI\$@\$LONI" (one visual and six analytical), and one MRIs are taken with 3T from NCI-ISBI+2013+Challenge: T3:1 and T3:14 (one visual). The proposed scheme is validated by comparing the results obtained by it with those of the information minimization (Emin) [@ref6], N3 [@ref7], N4 [@ref8], modified FCM [@ref17], level set [@ref11] and MICO [@ref12] techniques. To have a quantitative evaluation of the proposed scheme, three non-ground-truth based evaluation measures were considered: coefficient of variation of white matter, coefficient of variation of gray matter and coefficient of joint variation.

A.. Visual Analysis of Results {#sec3a}
------------------------------

The output of the images used for our analysis with comparison against the state-of-the-art techniques are depicted in [Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The three images reported here are Anatomical Model of MS Lesion Brain: BRAINWEB59 data, 4RTNI\@LONI: Canvas 30 data and *3T MRI data from NCI-ISBI 2013 Challenge:* T3-01 data. FIGURE 2.Intensity inhomogeneity correction for BRAINWEB59 Data: Row 1: Intensity inhomogeneity corrected MRIs, Row 2: Estimated intensity inhomogeneity, Row 3: Histogram plot. (a) Input. (b) Emin. (c) N3. (d) N4. (e) Level Set. (f) MFCM. (g) MICO. (h) Proposed. FIGURE 3.Intensity inhomogeneity correction for Canvas30 Data: Row 1: Intensity inhomogeneity corrected MRIs, Row 2: Estimated intensity inhomogeneity, Row 3: Histogram plot. (a) Input. (b) Emin. (c) N3. (d) N4. (e) Level Set. (f) MFCM. (g) MICO. (h) Proposed. FIGURE 4.Intensity inhomogeneity correction for T3-01 data: Row 1: Intensity inhomogeneity corrected MRIs, Row 2: Estimated intensity inhomogeneity, Row 3: Histogram plot. (a) Input. (b) Emin. (c) N3. (d) N4. (e) Level Set. (f) MFCM. (g) MICO. (h) Proposed.

The first example considered for our experiment is BRAINWEB59 and are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The original intensity inhomogeneity affected image is shown in first row of [Fig. 2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The intensity inhomogeneity corrected images obtained by different existing state-of-the-art techniques: Entropy Min, N3, N4, level set, modified FCM, MICO and the proposed schemes are shown in first row of [Figs. 2(b)--(h)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The results obtained by Entropy minimization, N3 and N4 approaches are shown in the first row of [Figs. 2(b)--(d)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These approaches provided results having low frequency or the smoothed components are attenuated, and hence the corrected MRIs appeared to be granular. It also may be observed that the results obtained by the level set and modified FCM schemes are unable to give good impression in intensity inhomogeneity correction. From these results it may be observed that during intensity inhomogeneity corrections information are lost from bias field corrected MRIs and the results are found to be smoother. The results obtained by MICO scheme is shown in first row of [Fig. 2(g)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It may be observed from this image that better results of intensity inhomogeneity correction is obtained by MICO scheme as compared to the level set and the modified FCM scheme. However, the results obtained by the proposed scheme is found to be providing better intensity inhomogeneity corrected MRI as compared to the other schemes. The intensity inhomogeneity or the noisy image obtained by all these considered schemes are shown in second row of [Fig. 2(b)--(h)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The efficiency of intensity inhomogeneity corrections can also be demonstrated by comparing the histograms of the original images and the bias corrected images. The distinct and well separated peaks of the intensity inhomogeneity corrected image indicate a better output. Distinct valley implies that the gray levels corresponding to different regions are well separated. Histograms for the original MRI and intensity inhomogeneity corrected images obtained by the considered techniques and the proposed scheme are shown in third row of [Figs. 2(b)--(h)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. It may be observed that three distinct peaks are obtained in the histogram of the proposed intensity inhomogeneity corrected image and are well separated too as compared to the other techniques.

The next example considered for our experiment is canvas 30 data as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Unlike canvas data similar findings are obtained for these data too. Considering the histograms of the intensity inhomogeneity corrected results it may be concluded that the proposed scheme is providing better results. The last examples we have considered is of 3T images and is taken from the NCI-ISBI-2013 challenge database. All the MRIs are selected from Prostate Diagnosis and Prostate-3T collections on TCIA. The cases consist of axial scans of the object. We have considered one MRIs of the said database. Analysis of the results as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, reveals that the proposed scheme is found to be providing better results as compared to the other considered techniques.

B.. Evaluation of Performance Metrics {#sec3b}
-------------------------------------

To provide a quantitative evaluation of the proposed scheme, we have used three performance evaluation measures. The considered measures are three indirect performance evaluation measures: coefficient of variation of white matter (CV~WM~), coefficient of variation of gray matter (CV~GM~) and the coefficient of joint variation (CJV) [@ref29]. For a better intensity inhomogeneity correction technique, it is required that a smaller CV and CJV is obtained. Obtained results for different MRIs are provided in tabular form. The measures CV(GM), CV(WM) and CJV for these MRIs are put in [Tables 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}--[](#table2){ref-type="table"}[](#table3){ref-type="table"}[4](#table4){ref-type="table"}. All the results reported from BRAINWEB database in section "Visual Analysis of Result" are reported in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and for other considered BRAINWEB data are provided in [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. The results reported for "4RTNI\@LONI" database in section "Visual Analysis of Result" are reported in [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"} and other results of the same database are reported in [Table 4](#table4){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen from these tables that a smaller value of these measures are obtained by the proposed scheme as compared to other considered existing state-of-the-art techniques.TABLE 1Performance Evaluation Measures for Brainweb: Anatomical Model of MS Lesion Brain DataTechniquesBRAINWEB59BRAINWEB64BRAINWEB72BRAINWEB79BRAINWEB-axial-89CV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVOriginal0.16560.08361.00360.20770.10501.31130.21250.10591.29270.21350.11251.23420.17810.07160.7914EMin0.16560.08361.00260.20770.10501.31130.21250.10591.29270.21000.10791.21360.17810.07160.7914N30.16160.08130.99720.18390.07690.99930.20940.10331.31780.21030.10661.20720.17500.06500.7943N40.16070.07981.01180.18940.08281.09270.20840.10291.35530.21120.10811.22930.17880.06700.7874MFCM0.14870.07572.05580.16500.06971.94920.17140.09532.98240.17820.09122.44930.16640.07121.5482LSE0.13590.07081.87980.15420.06671.86200.18630.08842.80750.18710.08872.27520.15770.06741.6197MICO0.16210.08080.99670.18180.07961.01330.20920.10191.34390.20930.10651.21320.17280.06190.7921Proposed0.12060.06840.90280.15660.05920.92320.16940.08591.16020.16290.07281.09860.14940.05850.5027TABLE 2Performance Evaluation Measures for "4RTNILONI" DataTechniquesCanvasCanvas 30Canvas 45CV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVOriginal0.20650.19241.62250.19980.10571.10920.19920.05280.8826EMin0.18990.14091.60090.18020.10251.00610.19050.06060.8525N30.18610.13291.49650.17940.10041.00090.18160.04920.8496N40.18590.12901.52240.16900.09810.98260.17940.04810.8391MFCM0.19420.14652.36180.16290.08922.09040.18810.05161.6295LSE0.17280.11241.88410.16020.08601.29520.20190.05061.7228MICO0.17040.10531.30750.15710.07250.96220.16990.04610.8199Proposed0.16620.09921.19210.15080.06950.95960.16050.04090.7906TABLE 3Performance Evaluation Measures for Other Brainweb: Anatomical Model of MS Lesion Brain DataTechniquesBRAINWEB78BRAINWEB97BRAINWEB127BRAINWEB135BRAINWEB147CV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVOriginal0.18120.11101.01190.29260.10161.28800.30110.11321.27901.56510.09361.00460.11470.08770.9113EMin0.17650.11071.00080.29560.10121.27500.30010.11311.51651.56110.09111.00360.11310.08700.9103N30.17460.10160.91320.29230.09871.26300.29870.11161.50161.56010.09081.00310.11100.08500.9089N40.16890.10000.90010.29180.09171.25100.29660.10881.48221.55870.09011.00280.11030.08130.9013MFCM0.16320.09560.89870.29670.09221.27200.29310.10161.47651.55770.08881.00210.10870.07870.8922LSE0.16160.09160.89760.29150.09021.23100.29160.10031.47451.55650.08811.00190.10550.07610.8833MICO0.15890.96600.87650.29080.09311.27600.29730.10111.49131.55660.09061.00290.11040.08600.9093Proposed0.15570.08780.85550.28890.08111.19700.29190.10011.00001.50110.08771.00010.10050.06560.8517TABLE 4Performance Evaluation Measures for Other "4RTNI LONI" DataTechniquesCanvas15Canvas 25Canvas 60CV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVCV(GM)CV(WM)CJVOriginal0.20100.18471.72740.18120.10551.45160.19960.08731.0809EMin0.19070.18021.70090.17120.09731.38130.18770.07691.0973N30.18770.17681.68690.16880.09231.36360.18630.07221.0913N40.18660.17461.68600.16570.09111.33320.18930.06881.0873MFCM0.19890.18261.71120.17890.10211.43990.1930.08151.0071LSE0.18420.17111.67690.16110.08781.32190.17690.06131.0861MICO0.18220.17011.67410.15890.08571.30340.16890.06011.0815Proposed0.17870.16731.53210.14780.08011.29760.15410.05731.0733

C.. Discussion and Future Work {#sec3c}
------------------------------
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In the proposed scheme the intensity homogeneity corrections and segmentation of MRIs are considered in a single MAP framework. The segmentation results reveal the effectiveness of the proposed scheme by segmenting different structures of the MRIs with appropriate boundaries. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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IV.. Conclusions {#sec4}
================

In this work, a fuzzy set associated Markov random field (MRF) model with variable neighborhood searching framework is developed for estimating and correcting the intensity inhomogeneity of affected MRIs. In the proposed scheme the intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation is considered as a combined task. Here the observed MRI is considered to be affected by intensity inhomogeneity and is assumed to be a multiplicative quantity. The segmentation problem is considered as white/grey matter separation. The combined problem of intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation is resolved using the MAP estimation technique. The observed image is modeled with fuzzy set associated Gibbs' MRF and corresponding MAP is obtained using variable neighborhood searching scheme. Experiments are carried out on twenty one MRIs taken from four different databases. Simulation results establish the goodness of the proposed technique. Three performance evaluation measures are used for testing the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The proposed technique provides a better framework for both intensity inhomogeneity correction and segmentation than the existing state-of-the-art-techniques.
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